
Hi Mom and Dad,

Today the Art Parent came into our class and showed us our Masterpiece of

the Month.

Before we got to learn about our Masterpiece of the Month, we read a book
called Thanksgiving by Brenda Haugen It explained how Thanksgiving started
when the pilgrims left England to come to America.  We talked about our own
family Thanksgiving traditions.

Then we learned about a famous painter named Doris Lee who painted this
amazing picture called Thanksgiving depicting her childhood memory of her
mother and aunts preparing their family Thanksgiving dinner at her family
home in Aledo, Illinois. This painting is a great example of how art can be
used to tell as story or capture everyday life…. a key art concept we are
leaning about in art class.

This piece was first exhibited in 1935 at the Art Institute of Chicago where
Doris Lee won a first prize medal and $500, which was A LOT of money in
1935! This piece still lives at Art Institute of Chicago.  Maybe we could
go visit it sometime.

We played a really fun game where we looked at the painting for 30 seconds,
covered it up then named all the things we remembered seeing.  We divided
into teams and kept score…ask me which team won!

Doris Lee’s style is characterized by many as “whimsical”…and we learned
that whimsical means:

Given to whimsy or fanciful notions
Erratic, Unpredictable
Determined by chance or impulse.

Then I got to make a whimsicalThanksgiving turkey out of sticks.  It was a
fun project with lots of steps to follow.  Maybe it can become a tradition to
use it every year to decorate our holiday table (we can stick it in a dessert
or in some flowers….)

Ask me about Doris Lee and Thanksgiving.  I will have lots to share.


